
The only solution that provides  
an end-to-end holistic approach  

to Digital Adoption.



Company
Pioneers of DAP  
WalkMe has pioneered the Digital Adoption 
Platform (DAP). WalkMe offers a 360 degree 
solution to leading organizations worldwide 
helping them ensure employee and customer 
user adoption and securing a smooth digital 
transformation for the organization.

Global  
WalkMe has representation at nine global 
offices that together ensure our customers 
get the best service and local expertise 24/7. 
With over 600 employees globally, WalkMe puts 
product innovation and customer support front 
and center in all the main territories in which 
our customers are located, including three 
main hubs in the US - SF, NYC  and Raleigh, 
three main hubs in the EU - Tel Aviv, Paris 
and London, and three main hubs in APAC - 
Singapore, Tokyo and Sydney.

Security and Data Privacy  
WalkMe meets the highest standards of security, including ISO27001, 
TRUSTe data security, Cloud Security Alliance self-certification and 
SOC 2 Compliance. This guarantees your data and your users data is 
kept secure at all times. WalkMe does not collect any PII (personally 
identifiable information) by default and supports various user data 
privacy acts including the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) coming in March of 2018. 

Maturity  
Since launching in 2011, WalkMe has invested millions of dollars in 
building a viable enterprise-grade product to help with user adoption. 
WalkMe has successfully deployed over 1500 projects with customers 
worldwide. When buying from WalkMe you can expect an innovative 
solution with strong technology behind it. Avoid false promises and 
failed project deliveries from small startups with half-baked products. 
WalkMe works with over 30% of fortune 500 companies and 
understands the methodology that is required to bring your project to 
life and make it a success. It’s not by chance that customers in every 
field with various types of applications are seeing a double digit drop  
in support calls and an increase in app adoption and engagement.



Awards  
WalkMe’s organization and product have received multiple 
awards in past years, including #6 Deloitte Fast500™, #3 Glassdoor’s Highest 
Rated Companies to Work For, Top Company Culture 2017, Gartner Cool 
Vendor, Most Promising Salesforce Solution, Top Business Solution, and 
several others. Our customers have won awards for implementing WalkMe 
on top of other services, such as the Rapid Transformation Award, Internal 
Communications Award, and Best Use of Performance Support Technology. 

Innovative R&D  
WalkMe has an R&D staff of over 170 full time employees. We aim to never 
stop innovating and offer product supremacy to our customers. This means 
testing new technologies and product methodologies, and building and 
maintaining a rock-solid foundation that supports billions of data events 
every day. WalkMe is always growing its R&D team and product lines and 
has acquired two companies, one focusing on WalkMe’s new native mobile 
offering on iOS and Android, and the other a visual analytics company offering 
our customers a real-time glance into their users’ journies, in the past year.

WalkMe labs has recently deployed a full artificial intelligence (AI) solution that 
can understand a user’s journey automatically and use this understanding 
to increase user adoption. WalkMe is committed to continue innovating and 
growing its R&D team to provide our customers an elite product experience 
as we move into the future of user experience and analytics.



“We are implementing innovative 
solutions, such as WalkMe, in place 
of traditional learning methods 

like e-learning modules.”

Double-digit drop  
in requests for Support

“Users can no longer say they 
don’t have manuals/guidance or 
they couldn’t find it in Workday.”

25% Reduction  
in Salesforce user errors

Proven Customer Success  
WalkMe is committed to making every customer project 
nothing short of a great success. We have a team of over 
100 employees dedicating every waking hour of their days to 
making our customers’ lives easier. Our Customer Success 
(CS) team includes experienced business professionals who 
have significant experience with the same challenges that 
our customers face in implementing their digital adoption 
strategies. The team includes masters of product who help 
our customers deploy the builds they dream of with WalkMe. 
WalkMe’s CS organization holds the customers’ hands and 
doesn’t let go until they see real results. 

24/7 Support  
WalkMe has a massive, international Support team operating 
24/7/365, committed to helping our customers with every 
technical issue. The team has over a 98% satisfaction 
rate with tickets opened, and here’s how we do it - LINK: 
CUSTOMER SUPPORT. 

Customer success stories 
We help leading enterprises transform how they do business 
and succeed in the digital age.



Product
Award Winning Platform

Code Free Enterprise Solution  
Installing WalkMe on your website or native 
mobile application is done by adding a 
lightweight piece of JavaScript code (the 
snippet). Adding the snippet gives you 
immediate access to an array of tools and 
features including our end-to-end real-
time analytics, guidance creation tools, 
user Segmentation engine and other 
engagement tools.

WalkMe was built for business users 
first and foremost, to empower them to 
understand their users and to create and 
deploy beautiful guidance on top of any 
website or mobile app. There’s no technical 
knowledge or additional R&D required aside 
from adding one line of code.

System Agnostic  
Users don’t limit themselves to only one type of software,  
so you need a solution that covers mobile, web and desktop 
applications. WalkMe is a mature solution that supports all HTML 
based applications as well as native mobile applications on iOS 
and Android. For internal use cases, WalkMe even runs on desktop 
applications, ensuring that no matter where work happens in your 
company, WalkMe is there to help.

WalkMe supports customers with all their digital adoption needs 
on any system, internal and external, ensuring a successful digital 
transformation.



Native Mobile  
WalkMe for Native Mobile allows 
customers to understand and engage 
their users on the go. The solution was 
built from the ground up for native 
iOS and Android applications with 
full support for hybrid development 
solutions such as Cordova, Xamarin, 
React Native or any web views 
embedded within an application.

WalkMe for Native Mobile offers a 
huge set of tools to understand, target 
and deploy Campaigns code-free and 
in real-time. No need to wait for app 
store approval or long QA cycles - with 
WalkMe for Native Mobile, you can 
deploy Campaigns directly into your 
app in seconds.
(LINK TO VIDEO) 

Works with Your Site Out of the Box 
WalkMe has developed a unique and sophisticated Find 
Element algorithm that understands your web applications 
without any R&D effort. User interface elements such 
as buttons, links, forms, and menus are easily identified, 
allowing you to build in application guidance that seamlessly 
works with your site. Designed to keep up with agile product 
development, Find Element tracks UI changes and is able to 
adapt to them automatically, ensuring smooth processes for 
your users over time.



Audience Segmentation  
Targeting the right audience for each deployment is key to 
creating a contextual experience and optimizing your results. 
WalkMe offers a comprehensive audience segmentation tool 
to identify and target the right audience with relevant guidance 
and content. With the Segmentation engine, you can identify 
users based on attributes such as their role in your software, 
department, country, browser or device type. You can even 
use in-app behavior parameters such as pages viewed, 
buttons clicked and Goals completed on your website to make 
sure only the right users see your WalkMe Campaign.

Fully Customizable Designs  
Build and deploy beautiful in-app guidance and engaging 
popups that match your website or native mobile application. 
Choose from pre-made design templates and customize 
them using WalkMe’s drag-and-drop editor. Want even more 
control? Use our WYSIWYG Editor and custom CSS to create 
any UI design you can imagine. 

Enterprise Readiness  
WalkMe is designed to work with 
companies of all sizes, and we have 
developed specific features that 
cater to our enterprise customers. 
WalkMe administrators have 
the ability to manage multiple 
deployments through a single 
interface, control user management 
permissions, and set up single sign-
on (SSO) to provide seamless access 
to the WalkMe Editor and Insights. 

End users have the option to use 
WalkMe in multiple languages, 
and, for those differently abled, 
accessibility features ensure they 
have full access to WalkMe’s in-
application guidance.



Transformative DAP Technologies
 
AI  

Take full advantage of our unique end-to-end DAP solution using 
AI. WalkMe AI gives you the ability to actually predict the intentions 
and future behavior of your users and engage with them at just 
the right moment. WalkMe AI analyzes user behavior on your 
underlying application, learning exactly which behaviors directly 
impact your business goals. Since AI analysis is done in real-time, 
WalkMe AI can immediately identify users that are likely to churn 
or become frustrated on your application and engage with them 
using customized WalkMe Campaigns.  For the first time, you can 
proactively impact your business goals with no BI effort.   
(LINK TO VIDEO).

Process Automation  
Automation is the future of on-screen guidance, increasing user 
productivity and improving the overall customer experience without 
asking them to learn complicated processes. Built directly into our 
Smart Walk-Thru app, you can create an automated process that 
clicks, types and navigates through your application so your users 
don’t have to.

ActionBot   

WalkMe’s ActionBot uses an intuitive chat 
interface to understand what users want to 
do and then automates tasks. Using natural 
language processing (NLP) and machine 
learning, the ActionBot is able to understand 
user intentions and uses advanced automation 
tools to complete processes in-app without 
any API development.



Analytics and Business Intelligence (BI)  
WalkMe’s analytics technologies are built on a highly scalable 
architecture that gives you complete control over your data. Track any 
event on your application, view usage data, understand user journeys, 
create funnels and A/B test them after adding WalkMe guidance. 
Created for enterprise customers, Insights includes a full business 
intelligence platform with a simple interface so you can drag and drop 
data points to develop dashboards tailor-made for your business.  All 
of this information is easily accessible in our all-in-one access point, 
WalkMe Insights with queryable, real-time data. 

Measure WalkMe Success 
WalkMe Goals ensure that each WalkMe solution leads to your 
desired end-user outcome.  Simply associate WalkMe content with 
your desired user action in our Rule Engine, and WalkMe provides 
instant insight on which content is generating ROI, and which content 
needs revision. Iteratively improve your WalkMe solution to improve 
conversion rates, reduce support tickets, and more using WalkMe!

Insights from  
Advanced Analytics



Understand the User Journey  
Understand your users to make sure they have the best experience possible. WalkMe’s User Behavior 
Tracking engine allows you to visualize the entire user journey on your site, from page visits to 
features used. Enabled with a single switch, WalkMe immediately tracks all user behavior on your 
application, so no matter when you decide to analyze your data, you get immediate results. Optimized 
with a low memory footprint, User Behavior Tracking has no impact on your site’s performance and it 
is completely customizable so you can censor specific fields, pages or domains. 

Visual Analytics  
Dashboards and metrics can only go so far in helping you understand 
your users’ journeys. WalkMe Visions is the only solution that goes 
beyond data to offer visual analytics, allowing you watch actual user 
Sessions in real-time. Each session is automatically tagged with 
meaningful events, helping product stakeholders quickly jump to the 
moments that matter most.  

Using WalkMe Visions, you can analyze user Sessions to see interface 
pitfalls, view software bugs for QA and R&D use, and reduce helpdesk 
and support overhead by seeing live user sessions. 


